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M. H. BRIGHOUSE

BLACKBURN'S PROJECTIVISM

-

AN OBJECTION

(Receivedin revisedform20 January,1989)

In his Ethics: InventingRight and Wrong,J. L. Mackie outlines a
pictureof ethicalthinkingwith two centralelements.The first concerns
the natureof 'value'judgements;he, like Hume, considersthem to be a
projectionof the subject'sattitudesonto the world. In other words a
'judgement'that somethingis (morally)good is just an expressionof a
favourableattitudethat one has towards the object being considered.
The second element concerns the phenomenologyof valuejudgements.
He supposes that, to the person makingthe 'judgement',it seems that
she is respondingto some feature that the object possesses independently of their interactionwith it, and that theirjudgementis of a kind
with judgements of objects that they possess a particularprimary
quality.So, simply, althoughvalue judgementsare projective,to those
who make them they seem objective.So Mackie's position is called,
appropriately,'errortheory'.
Of course anyone holding this position must show why value judgementscannotbe objectivein the relevantsense, and must show thatthis
is the same sense in which we take them to be objective.The existence
of the error must also be explained.But my concern here will not be
with Mackie's error theory, but with a response to it which tries to
avoid the imputationof error to English-speakingmoral agents.!There
are two possible responses which give up the imputationof error.One
is to demonstratethat moral judgements can indeed be objective, at
least in the way that the people who make them thinkof them as being
objective.The other, with which I shall be concernedhere, is to deny
Mackie's claim about the phenomenologyof value judgements,while
acceptingthat they are in fact projective.This second response, which
has been promoted by Simon Blackburnin his book Spreadingthe
Word and in a series of recent articles, represents a return to the
emotivismof the mid-twentiethcentury.In what follows I shall show
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merely that Blackburn is overoptimistic about the prospects for a
reconstructed emotivism, and that his evidence for the denial of
Mackie'sclaim about the phenomenologyof value is much weakerthan
he seemsto think.

Summoningevidence for a claim about the phenomenologyof some
kind of value judgementis no easy task. Introspectionon the part of
any philosopher would hardly be reliable evidence. But questioning
subjects is also of dubious value. An unreflective subject may well
declare that her belief that Mrs Thatcheris evil is the same kind of
commitmentas her belief that mass is not invariantwith respect to
velocity. But point out to her that the former belief makes her feel a
certainway about Mrs Thatcherand she may well revise her declaration. The revisioncould take any of a numberof forms;it could lead to
an acceptancethat some primaryqualityjudgementsare reason giving
(or at least attitude-evoking),or to an acceptancethat valuejudgements
are not on a par with ordinaryjudgements,or even to a claim that they
are on a par and that the hatred is entirely independentof the value
judgement.2

Traditionallyattention has focused on the syntax of the moral
fragment of our language. It has been assumed (and I take it that
Mackie and Blackburnshare this assumption)that if it is possible to
give, for each moral assertionin English,an equivalentin termsjust of
the expression of attitudesby the speakers then this is at least prima
facie evidence that English speakers think of themselves as merely
expressingattitudeswith those assertions.In fact, of course,primafacie
evidence is the most that it could be. Proper supportfor Blackburn's
position would require a demonstrationeither that the usage was
incompatiblewith a 'primaryquality'analysis,4or that, although the
usage is compatiblewith either analysis,the attitude-expressionanalysis
somehowtakesprecedence.
More importantly,though,for the availabilityof the attitude-expression analysisto give supportto, in the sense of removingan obstacleto,
the phenomenologyclaim, the mere existence of a sentence expressing
an attitude correspondingto each sentence in the moral fragmentof
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English would not suffice. In order for an analysis of syntax to
demonstrateeven the compatibilityof our usage of the moral fragment
of English with a subjectivistphenomenologythere would have to be
available a full reduction, with rules revealing a systematic relation
between the moral pseudo-predicatesand the attitudesexpressed and
showinghow it is exploitedin our usage.
So the assumptionshared by Mackie and Blackburnis false. What
does seem correcthoweveris the weakerclaimthat the unavailabilityof
a reductionof the kind describedin the previousparagraphwould be
evidence against the phenomenologicalclaim. In what follows I shall
show that there are sentences in English using moral terms for which
Blackburn is unable to give an attitude-expressingequivalent. If I
succeed and this claim is correct then Blackburn'sposition must be
wrong.However, I hope to have given substancein this section to the
suggestionthat even if Blackburnis able to come up with a 'translation'
of the kind of sentence I will indicate,this would be far from a vindication of his position.

II

It is worth looking at Blackburn'sanalysisin some detail.He invitesus
to considerwhathe calls an 'expressive'language,Eex, which,insteadof
terms such as 'good' and 'bad',utilises the expressiveoperatorsH! and
B!, which stand (more or less) for the attitudes'hooray'and 'boo'.5We
shall look at the structureof Eex later; what is relevant now is that
Blackburn'sclaim is that every meaningful sentence in the moral
fragmentof English has an Eex sentence which properlyexpresses its
meaning. The reason, he claims, that we use the pseudo-predicates
which we do is just linguistic convenience;it enables us to express
ourselvesbriefly,argueaboutthings,etc.
So how does Eexwork? The H! and B! operators attach to things
ratherthanto expressions.So
(1)

MrsThatcheris evil

translatesinto the Eexsentence
(lex)

B! (Mrs Thatcher).
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It is not hard to see how this works at the level of straightforward
indicative subject-predicatesentences. But the problem which led to the
abandonmentof the searchfor an emotivistreductionof morallanguage
was that it is not clear how to construe'moral'sentenceswhen they are
embedded in unasserted contexts. For example, sentences like (1)
repeatedlyoccuras the antecedentsof suchconditionalsas (2) and (3),
(2)
(3)

If MrsThatcheris evil thenwe oughtto assassinateher.
If lyingis wrongthenteachingpeople to lie is wrong.

In such contexts no attitudeis expressedtowardsMrs Thatcher,or to
lying,so if ('ex) gives the meaningof (1) then (1) must differin meaning
from the antecedentof (2) (in other words moral sentencesmust mean
something different in unassertedcontexts). But this underminesthe
validityof the conclusionfrom (1) and (2) using modusponens that we
ought to assassinateMrs Thatcher.So (1ex) cannot properlyrepresent
the meaning of (1).6

Blackburn thinks that the force of the traditional objection to
expressiveanalysesoutlined above relies, in part, on an overrestrictive
conceptionof the semanticrole of sentence connectives.To generalise
from his loose definitionof the role of 'and'we might take C1 as the
givendefinitionof a sentenceconnective:
C1:

A sentenceconnectiveoperateson two or more sentencesto
form a sentence the truth value of which is determinedby
the truth values of the constituent sentences in a way
specifiedby the truthtablefor thatconnective.

Although intuitivelypleasing this definition is, as Blackburnsays,
overrestrictive.Consider(4) and (5):
(4)
(5)

Humpthatbargeandtote thatpole!
Are my ears deceiving me or am I not understandingthe
Englishlanguage?

In (4) and (5) the connectives do not seem to operate truth-functionally,but they do seem to mean the same as they do when they are
used to connect sentences of assertoricforce. So Cl is supposed to be
inadequate.7To define the role of connectives properly,accordingto
Blackburn,we must introduce the notion of a 'commitment'which is
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broad enough to include commands, questions, propositions, and,
crucially,expressionsof non-propositionalattitudes;as Blackburnsays
"the notion of a commitmentis capacious enough to include both
ordinarybeliefs and those other attitudes,habits and prescriptions".8
So, once more generalisingfrom Blackburn'sdefinitionof 'and' (that
"'and' links commitments to give an overall commitment which is
accepted only if each component is accepted"),we might give the
followingdefinition:
C2:

A sentence connective operates on two or more commitments to form a sentencethe acceptabilityof whichdepends
on the acceptabilityof its componentsin a way specifiedby
the acceptancetable(whateverthatis) for thatconnective.

C2 helps the expressive theorist by enabling him to provide an
explanationof what we are doing with sentences like (2) and (3). We
are supposed to be working out the implications of attitudes and
expressingour endorsementof combinationsof attitudesor sensibilities
(actuallyit is not clear what to make of the notion of implicationin this
context, but I shall let this pass). So (3) can be mapped onto the
sentence (3ex)
(3ex)

H!(/B!(lying)/;/B!(teaching people to lie)/).

On this interpretation(3) actually expresses endorsement of the
dispositionto disapproveof teachingpeople to lie given disapprovalof
lying. (3), then, constitutesa commitmenteven though the connective
involved is not operatingtruth-functionally
(just as is the case with (4)
and(5)).
Blackburncontinuesthat a form like that of Eexunderliesour usage
of moraltermsin English;as he says,
in short, Eex needs to become an instrumentof serious reflective evaluativepractice,
able to express concern for improvements,clashes implications and coherence of
attitudes ... one way ... is to invent a predicate answeringto an attitudeand treat
commitmentsas if they were judgements,and use all the naturaldevices for debating
truth.9

So the gap between surface syntax and underlyingform is explained,
plausibly,by appeal to linguisticconvenience. But, as I suggested in
section I, for the claim to stand up there must be availablea system of
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rules of reductionfrom English sentences to sentences of Eex.I shall
show in the next section that,not only is this not the case, but that there
is no apparentreason to suppose that there exists, for every legitimate
sentencein the moralfragmentof English,an underlyingform expressible in Eex,and that Blackburnis thereforeunableto reclaimeither our
ordinarythinkingor the linguisticpracticewhichaccompaniesit.
III

The expansionof our notion of a sentence connective that Blackburn
suggests amountsto thinkingof them as formingcommitmentsout of
constituent commitments. (4) and (5) bear out the need for this
expansion.But notice that in (4) and (5) commitmentsof the same sort
are linked to form a furthercommitmentof the same sort. Consider(6)
and (7):
(6)
(7)

Shutthatdoor andis thereanypudding.
Are you goingto Rome or Rome is beautifulin the spring.

Anyone who uttered (6) or (7) could legitimatelybe accused of not
knowingwhatthe connectivesin questionare capableof. Each seems to
consist of two sentences of differingforce, not properlyconnected at
all. This points to the need to recognise constraintswhich operate on
particular connectives. Each connective is, of course, constrained
differently.'And' and 'or' seem to be capable only of linkingcommitments of the same kind, to form a further similar commitment.'0
Conditionalsare different in that the implicationsign can only take
propositionsas antecedents,with commands,questions,or propositions
as consequents,with the resultingcommitmenttakingthe force of the
consequent,e.g.(8) and (9):
(8)
(9)

If he fallsdownthenhelp himup again!
If it failsthen do you wantto tryagain?

Now consider(10)
(10)

If MrsThatcheris evil thenshe willwinthe next election.

Intuitivelythis is a meaningfulsentence of the Englishlanguage.But,
if the constraintwhich I have suggested, that only propositions can
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appearas the antecedentsof conditionals,is correctand if, as according
to Blackburn, the antecedent of (10) is the expression of a nonpropositionalattitude,then (10) cannotbe a legitimatesentence.
Blackburn'sreply must, of course, be that the legitimacyof (10)
shows that some expressionsof non-propositionalattitudescan indeed
occur as the antecedentsof conditionals(althoughthere are no other
types of non-propositionalattitudethat can do this;consider'ouch'and
'damn').Let us concede this." What type of commitmentwould (10)
itself be? The two candidatesare proposition,and expressionof a nonpropositionalattitude. But, if one of the component commitmentsis
non-propositional(i.e. (1)), then (10) cannotbe a proposition,since it is
not capableof havinga truthvalue.On the other hand,it is hard to see
what content it could have as the expression of a non-propositional
attitude. It is clearly not an endorsement of the coexistence of an
attitude towards Mrs Thatcherwith the state of affairs in which she
wins the election. Nor, though, is it a claim that an implication(in
whateversense of implicationwe are now using)of my attitudetowards
Mrs Thatcher is that she will win the election. If we make certain
plausible assumptionsabout democracies,such as that people do not
vote for people they do not like, (10) cannoteitherbe an assertionthat
Mrs Thatcher's victory will be linked to a prevailing anti-attitude
towardsher.
The final position available to Blackburnis simply to deny that
sentences like (10) are legitimateand meaningfulsentences of English.
This, I think, would be an unacceptablyad hoc move. Sentences like
(10) - that is, conditionals containingmoral predicates in the antecedent and only naturalisticpredicatesin the consequent- are regularly used by English speakers of English, and constitutea significant
part of the moralfragmentof English.If they are not legitimateEnglish
sentencesthen it must not be because there is no translationof them in
Eex.Rather there must be some set of considerationsindependentof
the issues we are discussingwhich render them so, without similarly
rendering sentences in which moral predicates appear in both the
antecedentand the consequentillegitimate.Obviously,if there are such
considerations,then my argumentfails, but to my knowledgenobody
has ever advancedsuch considerations,and it is thereforeunlikelythat
Blackburnwouldwantto adoptthisposition.
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Now it is very difficult to prove that Blackburncannot give an Eex
renderingof (10). What I hope to have demonstratedis just that,given
his outline of projectivism,it is not clear how he can deal with conditional sentences which contain moral terms in their antecedents but
none in theirconsequents.Were the claimmerelythat every sentenceof
Englishhas an Eex equivalent,this mightnot be so worryinga problem,
since it may be possible to find some ad hoc way of dealingwith such
sentences, although,if there is such a way, it is far from obvious. But,
as I pointed out earlier, the projectivistanalysis is being used by
Blackburnto remove an obstacle to a very strong claim about the
phenomenologyof value. In order to remove this obstacle successfully,
Blackburnmust clearlydisplaythe systematicconnectionsbetween the
sentencesof Englishand those of Eex.If thereis not even an obvious ad
hoc way for the projectivistto deal with the sentence then this must at
least cast considerabledoubt on the thesis about the phenomenologyof
valuefor whichBlackburnis seekingsupport.
The challenge that the projectivistwho does not want to impute
error has to meet, then, is that of findinga renderingof sentences like
(10) which is not ad hoc, and meshes with the theory outlined in his
book in a way easily assented to by ordinaryEnglish speakers.I doubt
thatthischallengecan be met.12
NOTES
The contemporarydebate starts from J. L. Mackie, Ethics: InventingRight and
Wrong,London,Penguin,1977. It is pursuedin SimonBlackburn,Spreadingthe Word,
Oxford, O.U.P., 1984; 'Errors and the Phenomenologyof Value', in Honderich,ed.,
Moralityand Objectivity,London,R.K.P.,1985; 'RuleFollowingand MoralRealism',in
- To FollowA Rule, London,R.K.P.,1981; and
Holzmanand Leich, eds., Wittgenstein
in John McDowell, 'Virtueand Reason', in The Monist, 1977; 'Non Cognitivismand
Rule Following',in Holzman and Leich, eds.; and 'Valuesand SecondaryQualities',in
Honderich,ed.
2 Of course, it is not to be taken for granted that it seems any particularway to
unreflectivemoral speakers.It may be that moralityis just a practiceand that speakers
uncorruptedby theory have no particularview of the ontologicalstatus of their moral
claims.
3 I am attributingto Blackburnonly the claim that his analysisis primafacie evidence
for the thesis about the phenomenologyof value whichhe holds:i.e. thatit removesone
obstacleto holdingthis thesis.
4 As far as I know there is no literature suggesting that the syntax of English
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contradicts the 'primaryquality' thesis about the phenomenologyof value. If such
literatureexistsit has been ignoredby the protagonistsin the contemporarydebate.
5Morally loaded terms such as 'courageous',which even the non-cognitivistacknowledges to have descriptiveelements, may requirea more complex analysis.They may,
indeed, be impossible to account for. But since I think Blackburn'saccount fails for
morally'pure'terms,I shallignoresuchcomplications.
6 I should make it clear that what follows is an analysisof Blackburn'sresponse to this
problem,and that I do not want to commit myself to any of his claims.I just want to
show that, even allowing all the moves that he makes, there are sentences which he
cannot account for. I shall use the term 'proposition'by which I shall mean nothing
more excitingthan whateveris expressedby a sentence the semanticstructureof which
goes no deeper than the subject-predicateform of its surface syntax, and the phrase
"non-propositional
attitude',by which I shall mean whateverit is that Blackburnthinks
moral assertions express. I shall follow Blackburnin ignoringproblems arisingfrom
quantifiedsentences,since these raisecomplicationswhichwouldtakeus too farafield.
7In fact, a Davidsoniantheory of force would allow the meaningof connectives in
non-indicativesentences to be explainedjust in terms of their meaningsin indicative
sentences.
I Spreading
the Word,p. 192.
9 Spreading
the Word,p. 195.
"I Sentenceslike 'Do that againand I will hit you' mightbe raisedas counterexamples,
but I suspect they have the underlyingform of the conditional'if you do that againthen
I will hit you', or can at least be dealt with in some other way. More needs to be said
about this, but not here. The first reason for this is that I only wish to point out that
constraintsexist - what the constraintsactuallyare does not matter,as long as the
suggestion that expressions of non-propositionalattitudes cannot serve as the antecedents of conditionalshas some plausibility.The second reasonis that Blackburndoes
not provide himself with the theoretical space to recognise the existence of the
constraints I suggest, and I therefore need and provide an independent argument
againsthim.
II For a position opposed to Blackburn'swhich is less concessive than mine see G. F.
Schueler, 'Modus Ponens and Moral Realism', Ethics, vol. 98, 1988. I am very
sympathetic to Schueler's paper, which has a wider scope than mine, attacking
Blackburn'smetaphysicalposition of 'quasi-realism'.However, my concerns are more
parochial,and this makes possible my strategyof concedingto Blackburnnearlyevery
claim he wants to make about attitudes and language,and then showing there are
fragmentsof languagewhichhe does not seem to be able to deal with.
12 My thanks to Mark Sainsburyfor extensive criticismof versions of this paper, to
John Barrett,RichardSpencer-Smithand MarianneTalbot for helpfuldiscussions,and
to an anonymousreaderfor PhilosophicalStudies.A version of this paper was read at
LiverpoolUniversityin May 1987.
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